
CITY OF BOULDER

OPEN SPACE BOARD OF TRUSTEES AGENDA ITEM

MEETING DATE:   July 8, 2009

AGENDA TITLE:  Community Collaborative Group (CCG) Member Selection

Process and Revised Sideboards for the West Trail Study Area

PRESENTERS:  Open Space and Mountain Parks Department
Michael D. Patton, Director

Eric Stone, Resource Systems Division Manager
Joe Mantione, West Trail Study Area Planner /Project Manager
Steve Armstead, Visitor Master Plan Implementation Coordinator

Todd Bryan, The Keystone Center

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

At the June 24 Open Space Board of Trustees (OSBT) meeting, the board provided feedback and

recommendations on the West TSA Inventory Report, Draft Sideboards Report, and proposed
process for selection of CCG members.  Based on Board input, staff is returning with a modified

proposal for the CCG member selection process and proposed revisions to the West TSA

Sideboards.  The Board will also have the opportunity to discuss the possibility of a city
residency requirement for the CCG.  Input on the CCG process and sideboards at this time will

allow the West TSA planning process to keep moving forward, with an upcoming open house /

public meeting on July 14 and West TSA agenda item at the July 22 board meeting.  (See
schedule below.)

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:

Staff recommends that the Board pass a motion of support for the proposed CCG member

selection process.

Staff recommends that the Board pass a motion of support for the proposed West TSA

sideboards.

COMMUNITY SUSTAINABILITY ASSESSMENTS AND IMPACTS:

Economic: Open Space and Mountain Parks lands contribute to the economic vitality of

the city by providing a valuable amenity and recreation opportunities that add to the

quality of life in the Boulder area.  The West Trail Study Area Plan will identify ways to

ensure the long-term sustainability of this economic asset.
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Environmental:  The preservation and restoration of natural lands is a key part of the

Open Space and Mountain Parks charter and contributes to the city's environmental

sustainability.  The West TSA Plan will focus on how to manage visitor use and trails in a

way that supports environmental sustainability.  The West TSA provides the management
tools to provide a high quality visitor experience and recreation opportunities while

protecting sensitive natural resources.

Social: Open Space and Mountain Parks lands, facilities, and programs contribute to the

community's sustainability because they provide recreation opportunities that are

accessible to all members of the community.  The West Trail Study Area Plan supports
the Visitor Master Plan's framework to maintain and enhance recreational opportunities
that are compatible with resource protection.

ANALYSIS

Summary of Major Comments from the 6/24/2009 OSBT Study Session and Staff Response

Please see Attachment A for Board comments and staff responses for the Inventory Report,
Sideboards Report, and CCG Member Selection Process.

CCG Member Selection Process

The Board addressed several aspects of the CCG member selection process as presented on

6/24/09 and suggested several changes.  In this meeting, the Board has a follow-up opportunity
to provide additional input and to discuss the possibility of a city residency requirement for CCG

members.

The revised proposal in Attachment B incorporates the Board's input and makes some changes
that staff offers as refinements.  Some of the key changes and features include:

Community Selection of CCG Members.  Use a "community of interest" model that

includes an open caucus-type community meeting that has CCG members selected by
meeting participants ( consistent with the previously discussed proposal).  This meeting
will be scheduled in September to avoid problems with summer vacations.

Mix of CCG Representatives.  The intent behind specifying the overall mix of CCG

members is to create a group that represents a cross-section of interests that have a stake

in the West TSA, balance recreation and conservation interests, and be inclusive of the

other interests in a way that reflects their overall importance to the West TSA Plan.  A

modified mix of CCG representatives is recommended at this point, including:  five

members from the recreation community and five members from the conservation

community; one from the cultural resource community; three "at large" members

neighborhood representatives and those not aligned with the other represented interests);
and two OSMP staff members.  The total number of CCG members is reduced from 18

previous proposal) to 16, which is likely to enhance the efficiency of the group.  The

recommended CCG mix increases the number ofat-large members from two to three and

reduces the number of cultural resource representatives from two to one.  Options could

be considered to further reduce the total number of CCG members if desired.

Optional Role of Advisory Groups.  The current proposal removes the requirement for

ongoing advisory groups to be formed to work with each of the communities of interest

and the CCG.  These ongoing groups could still be a possibility, if community members
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selecting CCG members chose that option.  Ad hoc groups to address West TSA issues

and contribute ideas to the CCG are also an option.
Inclusiveness of Community Discussions.  Encourage existing organized groups to

involve interested people besides group members in the discussion, using their existing
communication channels.

Involvement of Broader Communities of Interest (Recreational, Conservation,

Cultural, Neighborhoods, and Non-Aligned).  Set expectations for CCG

representatives to communicate with and be accountable to the broader community of

interest they are representing.
Involvement of the General Public.  Use multiple methods to involve the general public
and community members not aligned with represented interests (previously discussed)
extending outreach to the broader community and providing the public opportunities for

comment and meeting involvement.

Commitment to Long-Term Sustainability of the OSMP System.  Among others, a

key commitment from CCG members is to think broadly about the needs of the OSMP

system and keep a focus on actions that could ensure its long-term sustainability.

Revised West TSA Sideboards

The West TSA sideboards are currently in public review.  Further revisions of the sideboards

will be made using board input from this meeting and public comment.  A revised version of the

sideboards that incorporates input received on 7/8/09 will be distributed before the July 14 public
meeting.

Please see Attachment C for proposed revisions to the West TSA sideboards.  The revisions

include clarifications, additions, and refinements:

New sideboards have been added dealing with consistency with OSMP's budget and with

the retention of the authority and discretion of the City Council, OSBT, and OSMP to

adopt the final plan.
The Undesignated Trails sideboard was removed as it will be a priority for the CCG

given its importance in the Visitor Master Plan and Trail Study Area plans.
The Trail Suitability considerations sideboard was revised by retaining the commitment

to apply OSMP trail standards in recommended trail projects, but removing the suitability
considerations that deal with seeking to avoid highly suitable habitats, nested targets, and

damaging cultural resources.  These trail suitability considerations (avoiding impacts to

identified sensitive resources) will be addressed per direction from the Visitor Master

Plan and other adopted plans.

Role of City Residents in the CCG

At the last meeting, the Board did not have the opportunity to engage in a discussion of a

possible city residency requirement for CCG members.  There may be diverse opinions in the

community about this requirement.  The main argument for requiring that CCG members should

be city residents is that city residents own OSMP lands and mostly finance the open space

program; they therefore have a greater stake in how these lands are managed and should have a

greater say in how the West TSA lands are managed.  The main drawback is that a residency
requirement may limit the pool of potential CCG members that could bring valuable resource
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and recreational expertise to the effort, as well as past experience in contributing to OSMP's

planning processes.

Options exist to potentially provide the benefits of both resident and non-resident CCG

membership.  CCG membership could be mostly composed of city residents.  An alternative to

requiring all CCG members to be residents is to set the residency requirement for a large portion
of the CCG membership ( such as 2/3 or some other number).  This alternate proposal would

provide more opportunities to city residents to contribute as CCG members, but it would allow a

significant portion of CCG members to be non-residents.  The method to implement this

proposal is not yet identified.

OSMP staff needs to know from the Board if there is enough support to further consider, refine,
and analyze options for a CCG member city residency requirement.

Input from the Board

Revised CCG Member Selection Process:

Questions:
Are there any changes,  subtractions, or additions that you would recommend to the

revised CCG selection process?
What is the Board's preference on considering possible residency requirements for the

CCG members?

Revised West TSA Sideboards Report:
Are there any changes,  subtractions, or additions that you would recommend to the

revised sideboards?

Submitted by:

Michael D. Patton, Director

Eric Stone, Resource Systems Division Manager

Joe Mantione, Environmental Planner

Steve Armstead, Visitor Master Plan Implementation Coordinator
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LOOKING AHEAD / PROPOSED SCHEDULE

July 10:    Public review period ends for West TSA Inventory Report and Draft Sideboards

Report
July 10:    Revised Sideboards Report and CCG Process Design Recommendations released

to OSBT and the public (incorporates Board input from 7/8 meeting)
July 14:    Public open house / meeting to review the Inventory Report,  Sideboards Report,

CCG Process Design Recommendations, and opportunities to participate in the

CCG selection process

July 19 Public review period ends for CCG Process Design Recommendations and

Revised Sideboards

July 22:    OSBT 2"a round discussion and decisions on Inventory Report and Revised

Sideboards Report and on the CCG Process Design Recommendations

Sept: Public meeting to select CCG participants

Attachments:

A:    Board Comments from 6/24/09 OSBT Study Session and Staff Responses
B:    Proposal for CCG Member Selection Process

C:    Revised West TSA Community Collaborative Group Sideboards
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Attachment A

Board Comments from 6/24/09 OSBT Study Session and Staff Responses

West TSA Inventory Report

NCAR / NIST.  Suggestion to use existing information but acknowledge that the inventory report

did not include the same level of information about these properties.
Staff will provide all available information and acknowledge deficiencies for the CCG.

Gathering additional information to support analysis of specific on-the-groundproposals will be

subject to priorities set by the CCG and the ability of staff capacity and expertise to obtain the

desired information.

Existing Cost Information.  Suggestion to develop cost information on current trail

maintenance, enforcement, and monitoring activities.

Staff will address this information need during the Collaborative Learning step and in the CCG

discussion of the financial feasibilih~ of CCG proposals.
Additional Information on Factors Influencing How Visitors Travel to and Recreate in the

West TSA (e.g., population density, bike paths that feed into OSMP, RTD stops, zoning and land

use).  Staff has already considered this information to some extent with the identification ofk-ey
destinations and will consider how to ficrther incorporate this information.  This information will

be discussed by the CCG as part of the Collaborative Learning step.

Remoteness.  Sound is a key attribute of remoteness.  Suggestion is to address sound issues, with

the recognition that staff's ability to map is very limited.

Staff did consider whether to include an indicator dealing with the level of non-natural sound for
the remoteness attribute.  However, staff did not feel that this issue was a high priority and found
that setting standards would be very difficult.  While conducting a literature review regarding
soundscape management, stafffound some National Park Service and Forest Service

management plans tl7at study the impacts of sound on the visitor experience.  Specifically these

management plans studied the effects of noise fr°om mechanically driven devices such as

motorcycles, all-terrain vehicles, and snowmobiles.  These studies are very complex, requiring a

lot ofstaff time and financial resources.  O,SIVIP recognizes that sounds can impact t17e visitor

experience.  However, given that motorized recreation is not allowed on OSMP and noise from
aircraft overflights is not especially intense over OSMP property (as has been the case at the

Grand Canyon and Hawaii), developing a noise monitoring program is not a priority of OSMP.

Trail Effects.  Suggestion is to ensure that known information on trail effects is documented and

considered by the CCG.

Staff will share this information with the CCG during the Collaborative Learning step.

Habitat Suitability Modeling.  Clarification needed for why habitat suitability (HS) modeling is

a useful tool and whether use levels are incorporated into the modeling.
The HS modeling uses environmental variables to identify the location and upper limit of highly
suitable habitat., without consideration of current trails and activities.  This theoretical potential
habitat will be compared to what is on the ground with existing trails and activities, which may

help identify opportunitiesfor improving habitat conditions with possible changes to the trail

system.  The information is not available to build the existing level of use into the HS modeling.
Other Management Activities (e.g., forest management).  Suggestion to factor those into the

CCG discussions.

That level of information is not currently available.

Monitoring.  What monitoring commitments are being made for the indicators?

At this point we do not know what new monitoring priorities and commitments will be made.

Habitat suitability modeling provides its the ability to have a measurable indicator of the
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condition of the target and a way to let us know how we are doing in terms of meeting the desired

future conditions.

West TSA Sideboards Report

Fiscal Sideboard.  Need a fiscal sideboard to communicate to the CCG that they must consider

OSMP's existing budget and fiscal capacity.
A new fiscal sideboard is proposed for board consideration.

Protection for Grasslands south of Shanahan Ridge.  Consider a sideboard recognizing City
Council's direction to closely monitor the grasslands of Big Bluestem/South Boulder Creek and

to ensure that any undue impacts do not occur as a result of use and to develop and implement a

restoration plan to ensure the health of the ecosystem is restored.

This Council direction is in the Visitor Master Plan and will be provided to the CCG.

Use of Scientific Information.  Consider a sideboard on how the CCG should manage/deal with

dueling science", disagreement about conclusions, and lack of infonnation.

A separate sideboard is not needed, since it is covered by the Visitor Master Plan Guiding
Principles dealing with Use ofBest Information, Dealing with Uncertainty, and others.  Staff will

provide the CCG with information on the gatiding principles in the VMP including Use of Best

Information, Dealing with Uncertainty, and others.  The CCG will be briefed on these Visitor

Master Plan principles during the Collaborative Learning step.

Open Space Charter.  Consider changing the Boulder Charter sideboard so that it does not just
list one of the eight Open Space Charter purposes; it should include all eight.
Staff revised this sideboard to include all eight purposes as listed in the Charter.

Climbing Access.  Provide a more explicit explanation of what the Climbing Access sideboard is

encompassing.

Staff revised the sideboard to provide fin°ther clarih)  on the intent and content covered by this

sideboard.

Undesignated Trail (CTDT) Sideboard.  Comment that the Undesignated Trail sideboard does

not fit as a sideboard.  It is an important goal, of which there are many for the CCG to deal with.

It is more of an assignment.  As stated, the sideboard would mean that the CCG would have to

address all undesignated trails, which is probably not feasible.

The UDT sideboard has been removed.  The importance of assessing and managing undesignated
trails will be included as a recommended priority to the CCG.

West TSA CCG Member Selection Process

The Board supports the concept of a CCG member selection process in which the community
selects the CCG representatives.  An open, inclusive meeting format is recommended, which

allows anyone interested to participate in the CCG member selection process.

The Board supports the proposed overall mix of different community interests represented on the

CCG.

The Board emphasized the need to keep the CCG process as simple as possible.
The Board did not support a requirement that ongoing advisory groups be formed to work with

each set of community interests represented and the CCG.  Advisory groups seem like an

unnecessary layer and complication.  There are multiple ways to connect the CCG representatives
with the broader community, in order to involve interested people in discussions relevant to the

work of the CCG.

The Board does not feel that the CCG consensus-based process should be used to force

consensus, which may result in "watered down" recommendations that trade off too many open

space values.

The Board feels that finding ways of involving the general public is very important in the CCG

process.  There should be community outreach efforts to involve members of the public not
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aligned with the other represented interests.  Check-ins during the process should be made to

ensure that the general public is adequately involved.

The Board did not have enough time to discuss the possibility of a residency requirement for

CCG members and asked to revisit the issue at the July 8 OSBT meeting.

The current proposalfor the CCG selection process will inch,rde:

Use a "community of interest" model that includes an open caucus-type community meeting
that has CCG members selected by meeting participants.  This meeting will be scheduled in

September to avoid problems with surruner vacations.

Remove the requirement for ongoing advisory groups to be forined to work with each of the

communities of interest and the CCG.  These ongoing groups could still be a possibility, if

community members selecting CCG members chose that option.  Ad hoc groups to address

West TSA issues and contribute ideas to the CCG are also an option.
Encourage existing organized groups to involve interested people besides group members in

the discussion, using their existing communication channels.

Set expectations for CCG representatives to communicate with and be accountable to the

broader community of interest they are representing.
Use multiple methods to involve the general public and community members not

aligned with represented interests by extending outreach to the broader community
and providing the public opportunities for comment and meeting involvement.
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Attachment B

Proposal for Community Collaborative Group  (CCG) Member

Selection Process

Todd Bryan, Ph.D.

The Keystone Center

7-2-09

Representation in a collaborative process is nearly always a challenge. In a formal election

process, candidates throw their proverbial hats into the ring and the electorate determines who

most deserves to represent them. The process has checks and balances through formal voter

registration procedures to ensure that only those who are registered can vote as well as election

policing procedures to ensure that those who are eligible only vote once. Most of the time this

particular form of representative governance works.

In a collaborative process, by contrast, representatives are selected for their ability to articulate

the interests of a segment of the population that shares those interests. Moreover, representatives
are charged with reaching consensus with other representatives on how best to achieve the

collective goals of the larger community. How to determine what interests should be represented
and how best to select individuals to represent them presents many challenges for the

government agency responsible for ensuring that the collaborative process is credible,

transparent, accountable, and inclusive.

In a community-based collaborative process, a principal question that arises is whether the

collaborative group should reflect the demographics of the community itself or the demographics
of the situation? There is no simple answer to this question since the issues being raised are

community-wide issues involving the tax-paying public, yet may be more relevant to a segment
of the population that is more acutely impacted by the policy or plan in question. One solution

would populate the collaborative group with individuals who represent the demographics of the

population as a whole while another would populate the group with individuals who represent
the interests that have a strong stake in the outcome.

While both are valid approaches to the problem of representation, most community-based
collaborative processes lean towards the latter approach due in part to the "squeaky wheel"

syndrome and in part to the logic of involving stakeholders with the greatest knowledge,
expertise, and experience with the issues.

With either approach, or with a hybrid of the two, the question of how to select individuals

provides an additional challenge. Selection strategies range from top-down executive and

administrative-level appointments to bottom-up grass roots caucuses. A number of top-down and

bottom-up strategies were explored for the West TSA CCG selection process including the

following:

City Council or OSBT appointment
Interest group selection
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Ad hoc committee selection

Peer group selection

Communities of interest caucuses

Proposed Selection Strategy

After considerable discussion with OSMP staff, OSBT members, and stakeholders, it is

recommended that CCG selection follow a "communities of interest caucus" process. While not

everyone agreed that this strategy was the most efficient or effective process for achieving a

balance of knowledgeable CCG representatives, it was determined by the OSBT, OSMP staff,
and the consultant to be the strategy most grounded in the Boulder community and therefore

most representative of the community as a whole, if it could be implemented in a credible,
accountable, transparent, and inclusive way.

The Communities of Interest Caucus approach follows the time-tested political caucus

framework with slight modifications. Instead of gathering in neighborhoods, districts or

communities of place" to select delegates, those interested in participating in the West TSA

planning process will gather with their broadly defined "communities of interest" to select their

CCG representatives.

Communities of interest are people who share an interest or activity that is relevant to a

particular context or situation - in this case the West TSA and the upcoming planning process -

or share a common concern with the community as a whole.  Broadly defined, communities of

interest include the recreation, conservation, and cultural resources communities with a stake in

the West TSA, we well as the at-large population that places a high value on Boulder open space

but is not aligned with the other interests.

The Communities of Interest Caucus approach envisions a two-step process where community
members interested in the West TSA planning process gather at a public forum to learn about the

CCG process and gather again in their respective caucuses to nominate, discuss and select CCG

members best suited to represent their interests. The initial public forum is scheduled for July 14,
2009. The caucuses will likely occur concurrently in early September, 2009.

The principal advantages of the caucus approach are that 1) it is fully grounded in the

community, 2) it will engender the broadest base of community input, and 3) it follows

established protocols for grass roots governance. The principal drawbacks are that it,  1) it is

more time consuming and cumbersome to implement and 2) it may advantage interest groups

and organizations with the most effective outreach strategies.

Communities of Interest Caucuses

As noted above, communities of interest include the broader recreation, conservation, cultural

resources, and at-large populations. These interests and their responsibilities within the CCG are

described in more detail below:
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Recreation Caucus: CCG recreational members will be representing the following interests:

recreational hiking, trail running, climbing, dog walking, horseback riding, mountain biking,
fishing, and hang gliding. Other recreational activities not included above that meet the open

space charter will be represented should they arise.

Conservation Caucus:  CCG conservation members will be representing the following interests:

nature hiking, habitat protection and restoration, birding and wildlife viewing, trail sustainability,
environmental research and education, and nature photography. Other conservation actions and

goals not included above that meet the open space charter will be represented should they arise.

Cultural Resource Caucus: CCG cultural resource member will be representing the following
interests: protection, maintenance, viewing and interpretation of paleontological sites and

features, aboriginal prehistoric archaeological sites, historic archaeological sites, and historic

buildings, structures, and objects. Other cultural resource actions and goals not included above

that meet the open space charter will be represented should they arise.

At-large/Unaligned Caucus: CCG at-large members will be representing the following
interests: access, parking, and visitor issues relevant to adjacent neighborhoods; responsible use,

planning and governance of Boulder open space; wise use of open space funds; achieving a

outcome that balances recreation, conservation and cultural resource protection while

representing the broader goals of the community. Other at-large and unaligned actions and goals
not included above that meet the open space charter will be represented should they arise.

CCG Composition

For purposes of efficiency, it is recommended that the CCG be composed of no more than 16

individuals representing the recreation, conservation, and cultural resource communities, the at-

large-unaligned population, and OSMP staff. Specific numbers of CCG representatives within

each category have not been fully determined. Actual numbers should strike a balance between

recreation and conservation interests and be inclusive of the other interests in such a way that it

reflects their overall importance in the West TSA plan. Regardless of the composition, CCG

members will be required to fully represent the interests reflected in their caucus.

Example of CCG composition based on the above guidelines:

Recreation - 5

Conservation - 5

Cultural resources - 1

At-large population - 3

OSMP - 2

Roles and Expectations

CCG Members: It is the role of CCG members to work collaboratively with other CCG

members to develop and recommend a consensus-based management plan for the West TSA.

CCG members will, to the best of their ability, represent the interests of the Caucus that selected
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them and be responsive to the Caucus in ways that are determined by the Caucus or a subset of

its members. CCG members will strive to represent all interests expressed by the Caucus,

including Caucus members who are both affiliated and unaffiliated with recreation organizations.

Caucuses: It is the role of the Communities of Interest Caucuses to meet with other caucus

members to develop and implement a fair, transparent, and inclusive process for identifying and

selecting knowledgeable individuals to best represent their interests in the CCG process. It is also

the role of the caucuses to develop a protocol for interacting with CCG representatives
throughout the CCG process. The protocol shall include guidelines for on-going communication

between CCG representatives and the caucus, or a subset of its members, as determined by CCG

representatives and caucus members. The West TSA collaborative process shall not impose
communication guidelines on the CCG and caucus but will expect them to adopt guidelines that

encourage greater participation, accountability, and idea sharing between CCG representatives
and caucus members.
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Attachment C

West TSA Community Collaborative Group Sideboards

City of Boulder

Open Space and Mountain Parks

Revised 7/2/09

West TSA Plan

Community Collaborative Group
Sideboards

What is a "Sideboard"?

A sideboard defines a requirement for the West TSA Community Collaborative Group (CCG) planning
process.  Developing a plan is not like painting on a blank canvas - it must be consistent with the City Charter,

legal requirements, and City Council approved plans.  Sideboards define the decision space for the CCG

process.  For the West TSA Plan, sideboards describe what must be included for discussion in the plan as well

as what is beyond the scope of the plan.  The CCG process may include recommendations for minor changes to

existing agreements, city regulations or code if such changes are desirable, feasible and necessary ways to meet

plan objectives.  West TSA Plan recommendations for changes to agreements or regulations/code will be

subject to the processes and agreements necessary to enact such changes.

Why are Sideboards Needed?

Sideboards provide critical guidance that will allow the CCG to answer questions such as:  1) What constraints

must the plan account for? 2) What considerations are essential for the plan to be supported as a viable set of

recommendations?  Another way to relate the value of sideboards is to ask the question, "What could happen if

we don't have them?"  Without sideboards, the CCG could waste time trying to develop consensus

recommendations for which policy guidance has already been provided or that conflict with legal obligations or

requirements.

Sideboards are:

Laws, Regulations, the City Charter and Legal Agreements
Adopted Plans and City Council Direction

Current Projects and Trail Standards
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Sideboard Clarification

Laws, Regulations,  City Charter and Legal Agreements

Federal, State, County and City of Boulder Laws and Legal Example Legal Requirements:
Requirements. The plan must comply with the Endangered Species
The West TSA Plan must abide with OSMP's obligations to comply Act.  Projects in Preble's meadow jumping mouse

with federal, state, couno, and city ofBoulder laws and regulations. suitable habitat or Ute ladies'-tresses occupied habitat

require clearance and permits from the United States

The West TSA Plan will provide access for people with disabilities. Fish and Wildlife Service.

Trail and trailhead improvements that provide expanded The plan must comply with State and city laws and

accessibility for people with disabilities will be identified and regulations preventing the removal or damage to

prioritized for the most suitable and desirable locations in the West cultural resources.

TSA. The plan inust comply with the Federal Clean Water

Act and City of Boulder Revised Code (BRC)
regarding wetland protection measures.

OSMP uses the Forest Service Trail Accessibility
Guidelines (FSTAG) in designing trails and trailheads

for people with disabilities to act in accordance with

the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).

City of Boulder Charter and Open Space Provisions. The City Charter is created by and can only be

The West TSA plan must be consistent with all applicable sections of amended by a vote of registered electors. Article XII,

the Boulder City Charter and the Article X11 provisions for the Open Space, describes the functions of the department
purposes of OSMP lands. Sec. 171). the roles and functions of the Open Space

Board of Trustees ( OSBT)  (Sec. 172 - 175), and the

As called for in the Charter, the West TSA plan must recommend the process and role of OSBT for any proposed disposition
locations, ifany, where bicycling, horseback riding and fishing of open space land including the opportunity for a

should be allowed. referendum to oppose such a disposition (Sec. 177).
Open Space land may not be improved after

acquisition unless such improvements are necessary to

protect or maintain the land or to provide for passive
recreational, open agricultural, or wildlife habitat use

of the land.

Section 176 defines the purposes and uses of Open
Space land:

Open Space and Mountain Parks land shall be

acquired, maintained, preserved, retained, and used

only for the following purposes:

Preservation or restoration of natural areas

characterized by or including terrain, geologic
formations, flora, or fauna that is unusual,

spectacular, historically important, scientifically
valuable, or unique, or that represent outstanding
or rare examples of native species;
Preservation of water resources in their natural or

traditional state, scenic areas or vistas, wildlife

habitats, or fragile ecosystems:
Preservation of land for passive recreation use,

such as hiking, photography or nature study, and

if specifically designated, bicycling, horseback

riding, or fishing;
Preservation of agricultural uses and land

suitable foragricultural production:
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Sideboard Clarification

Utilization of land for shaping the development
of the city, limiting urban sprawl and disciplining
growth:.
Utilization of non-urban land for spatial
definition of urban areas:

Utilization of land to prevent encroachment on

floodplains; and

Preservation of land for its aesthetic or passive
recreational value and its contribution to the

quality of life of the community

City Council, OSBT and City Authority City Council, the Open Space Board of Trustees, and the city of

Boulder City Council, the Open Space Board of Trustees, and the Boulder have not delegated their authority or responsibilities as

city ofBoulder retain their authority and ditties as called for in the called for in the City Charter or Boulder Revised Code.

City ofBoulder Charter and Boulder Revised Code. Community Collaborative Group recommendations for the

West TSA Plan are subject to the authority of the city of

Boulder including the city, City Council, and the Open Space
Board of Trustees.

OSMP Property and Management Agreements. The West TSA Inventory Report identifies many of the property
The West TSA Plan must be consistent with the city's property and management agreements applicable to the West TSA.

agreements, easements, and leases with private and public land Examples of legal property and management agreements
owners and other legally binding management agreements. include:

Property acquisition agreements that grant certain

rights to the sellers or easements that convey access

rights to the city (e.g., Bison Road properties).
Agreements with the National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) and the National Institute for

Standards and Technology (KIST) that provide for

public access and delegate certain management
responsibilities to the city.
Public access agreements with homeowners

associations such as Devil's Thumb and Shanahan

Ridge.
Agreements with the United Tribes of Colorado and

State of Colorado Historical Preservation Office to

protect certain cultural resources.

Memorandum of Understanding ( MOU) between

OSMP and the Flatirons Climbing Council regarding
the placement of new fixed anchors in permitted areas.

Lease agreement with Eldorado Canyon State Park for

managing climbing access to Cadillac Crag cliffs.
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Adopted Plans and City Council Direction

Adopted OSMP Plans and Policies. Each of OSMP's adopted plans provides:  information about the

The West TSA Plan will consider and integrate the information and resources being managed and management policies, objectives,
management direction in adopted OSMP plans. strategies, and recommended actions to implement the plan.

Generally, the direction from the different plans is compatible
and reinforcing when applied on the ground, but there may be

situations where direction from different plans conflicts and

requires decisions involving trade-offs and reconciliation in the

TSA planning process.

Adopted OSMP plans and policies include but are not limited

to:

Open Space Long Range Management Policies

Visitor Master Plan

Boulder Mountain Parks Resource Protection and

Visitor Use Plan

Forest Ecosystem Management Plan

Grassland Ecosystem Management Plan when/if

approved

Climbing Access. Maintaining access to historic climbs in HCAs was a

The West TSA Plan will maintain historic climbing access in the commitment made during council discussions on HCAs and off-

Western Mountain Parks HCA and continue to provide access to trail permit requirements.  Council directed that access to

climbs identified as not requiring off-trail permits. historical" climbs be maintained in HCAs.  Staff subsequently
worked with the Flatirons Climbing Council to identify climbs

that were of significant interest and near access trails.  The HCA

off-trail permit program includes a map and list of identified

climbs in the Western Mountain Parks HCA that do not require
off-trail permits.

Budget Council approves the annual operating budget and the 6-year
The West TSA Plan must be consistent with the adopted budgetfor Capital Improvement Plan for OSMP which directs the funding
OSMP. available for the department.  Additionally, council approves on

an annual basis the 6-year Lottery CIP which OSMP shares

with the Parks and Recreation Department and the Tributary
Greenways Program. Recommendations for the West TSA Plan

must be consistent with the fiscal limits established in the

approved OSMP budget and CIP and the OSMP portion of the

City's Lottery Fund.

Current Projects and Trail Standards

Existing Trail and Cultural Resource Project Commitments. OSMP has plans in place or is preparing to repair; rebuild and

The West TSA Plan will not recommend changes to trail or cultural maintain these trails during 2009. Trail projects include:

resources projects underway or in the bidding process. Bear Canyon Trail

EM Greenman Trail

OSMP has plans in place to repair and maintain these historic

visitor facilities during 2009.  Project include:

Flagstaff Stone Shelter

Green Mountain Lodge
Halfway House and Restroom
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Trail Standards OSMP has developed trail design, construction, and

Trail projects will comply with OSMP trail standards. maintenance standards that provide a framework for managing
and assessing the condition of trails so that they are physically
sustainable and able to be maintained with regular maintenance.

The trail standards vary by the type of activities the trail is

designed for and the intended level of trail development.
OSMP intends to address and improve trail conditions where

needed to be consistent with standards.  Exceptions or variances

to the standards may be appropriate when site specific terrain or

environmental trade-offs preclude the feasibility of maintaining
standards (e.g., a reroute would create too many resource

impacts, steep terrain limits options).  The use of infrastructure

improvements including but not limited to steps,  risers,

switchbacks/climbing turns and elevated trail sections are

exceptions to the trail standards but require additional

construction costs, maintenance, and site impacts that may

affect the suitability of their consideration.
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